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AbstratWe onsider a 0� 1 linear programming formulation for Sta� Rostering Problems (SRP) thatarise when the set of sta� members is homogeneous, a 7-days-a-week servie is to be provided,and some spei� requirements on rest shifts have to be ful�lled. The objetive funtion tobe maximized expresses, in terms of weights on pairs of onseutive shifts, the global sta�satisfation. We onsider some polytopes assoiated with SRP and study their struture. As aresult we strengthen the original formulation and obtain very tight bounds at the root node ofa Branh & Bound algorithm. Finally, some omputational tests on real instanes oming fromthe ground sta� management of an airline ompany are presented.Key words: Integer Programming, Polyhedral Methods, Rostering Problems.





3.1. IntrodutionIn this paper we onsider a partiular lass of personnel management problems, referred to asSta� Rostering Problems (in the following, SRP).Given a set of sta� members P , a set of shifts S, and a minimum demand of eah shift forall days of the week, one has to determine an assignment of the workers that satis�es the dailydemand, respets the olletive work agreement, and maximizes a measure of sta� satisfation.A sta� member an over any shift (i.e. the set of sta� members is assumed to be homogenous),an be assigned only one shift per day, and has to be assigned a spei� number of days o� perweek. The objetive funtion takes into aount sta� satisfation, expressed by the weightedsum of ertain pairs of onseutive shifts.The solution to the problem is represented by a roster design, that an be visualized by atable with a row for eah sta� member and seven olumns indexed by the days of the week (seeFigure 1). Note that a week starts on Monday and ends on Sunday. Eah row of the tablerepresents a sequene of shifts to be overed during a week (in the example, shifts are identi�edby their starting time). The sum of shift ourrenes over a olumn respets the minimumdemand of that shift for the orresponding day of the week.Employee MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN1 OFF 13.00 9.00 7.00 6.00 8.00 OFF2 15.00 13.00 13.00 15.00 OFF OFF 11.003 7.00 OFF OFF 15.00 15.00 13.00 9.004 6.00 OFF OFF 15.00 15.00 9.00 7.005 6.00 OFF 9.00 9.00 8.00 8.00 OFF6 7.00 7.00 6.00 7.00 6.00 OFF OFF7 9.00 9.00 8.00 9.00 5.30 OFF OFF8 16.30 11.00 7.00 6.00 OFF OFF 8.009 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 OFF OFF 15.0010 13.00 OFF OFF 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.0011 OFF 15.00 15.00 13.00 13.00 11.00 OFF12 OFF 16.30 16.30 15.00 13.00 8.00 OFF13 OFF 16.30 16.30 15.00 15.00 OFF 7.00Figure 1: An example of roster table: a shift is assigned to eah ellEah sta� member is assigned to a row of the roster table at the beginning of the planningperiod; at every new week, eah member is assigned to the next row of the table, while the onein the last row is assigned to the �rst one. This irular assignment guarantees that, after jP jweeks, the workload is equally distributed amongst all sta� members.The work agreement an impose di�erent onstraints on how to �ll the ells of the roster table.Typially, shift workers are allowed two days o� per week; some agreements allow to averagethis value over more than a week (e.g., one month), while others require eah worker to haveexatly two days o� in every week. A rigid agreement may also speify the maximum numberof work shifts that an be assigned to a worker in onseutive days and the number of days o�assigned on weekends. Throughout the paper we refer to days o� as partiular shifts alled restshifts.In this work, we fous on Sta� Rostering Problems where rigid onstraints are spei�ed. Inpartiular, we onsider the following work agreement onstraints: exatly two rest shifts in eah



4.week, no more than �ve onseutive work shifts, and at least one rest shift on Sunday every fourweeks.We make use of an integer programming formulation and propose a polyhedral approah forits solution that proved to be e�etive on large real world instanes. The formulation of theproblem is omposed of three main lasses of onstraints, that we name:� Strutural Constraints;� Work Agreement Constraints;� Objetive Funtion Related Constraints.The Strutural Constraints express the main relations between the integer variables; for exam-ple, they speify that every day a shift must be assigned to eah sta� member, or that a minimumnumber of sta� members must be assigned to a given work shift. The Work Agreement Con-straints are related to rules oming from the work agreement: for example, they inlude theonstraints forbidding ertain pairs of shifts to be sheduled in onseutive days, or onstraintsstating a bound on the number of work shifts that an be assigned in a given interval of theplanning period. The objetive funtion maximizes the sta� satisfation expressed by sequenesof \good" shifts (e.g., rest shifts in onseutive days). As an approximation of these sequenes,we maximize a weighted ombination of the produt of variables in two onseutive ells. Welinearize the resulting model to apply linear integer programming methods, and introdue newbinary variables linked to the previous variables by the Objetive Funtion Related Constraints.The paper is organised as follows: in Setion 2 we review the previous work in the literature;in Setion 3 we disuss an integer programming formulation of SRP; in setions 4 and 5 wepresent a partiular relaxation of SRP and identify three lasses of faet induing inequalities,state their validity for the omplete problem, and desribe other lasses of valid inequalities; inSetion 6 we disuss a partiular lass of valid inequalities that are derived by solving ertainsubproblems of SRP; in Setion 7 we disuss symmetry properties and branhing rules; �nally,in Setion 8 we present some omputational results for real instanes provided by the groundsta� management of the airline ompany Alitalia.2. Literature reviewRostering problems have been extensively addressed in many researh papers. They span severalappliation �elds, suh as publi servies, hospitals, all enters and industry in general. Di�erenttehniques and methods have been proposed and analyzed in the related literature.One of the most signi�ant approahes to the problem is based on mathematial programmingmodels and algorithms, where the problem is formalized as a set of linear onstraints with a linearobjetive funtion. Due to the nature of the problem, the use of integer variables is required.Then, proper algorithms are applied in order to determine an optimal solution. This approahhas been adopted in early works, where it proved to be suessful only for simple problems([9℄, [3℄); mixed integer models are also onsidered in [4℄. Also in this setting, several authorsadopt a overing model, where the variables represent all the possible employee shedules andthe objetive is to �nd a subset of suh shedules with optimal objetive funtion value ([2℄, [12℄,and [10℄). For large problems, it beomes nearly impossible to represent diretly all possibleshedules, and therefore olumn generation approahes have also been proposed in [7℄, wherethe shedules are generated by solving, at eah iteration, a olumn generation subproblem.



5.Alternative approahes for rostering problems are based on network approahes. Here theproblem onstraints and the objetive funtion are represented using the nodes and the arsof a network, and solutions are determined by solving shortest path problems on suh graphs([1℄, [8℄).Although rostering problems may di�er substantially from appliation to appliation, mostof them belong to the NP omplexity lass and are thus diÆult to solve (for example, see [2℄for a proof of NP-ompleteness of the yli sta� sheduling problem). This fat has diretedthe e�ort of many researhers toward the use of heuristi strategies that provide good, but notneessarily optimal, solutions ([9℄, [11℄, and [6℄). In [5℄ the problem of determining the minimumsta� size is formulated and solved.The work here presented relates to the �rst type of approah, that is, an exat mathematialmodel of the problem is adopted and speial tehniques are used to implement an algorithmapable of �nding the optimal solution.3. Integer Programming FormulationWe denote by P the set of sta� members, by C the set of ells of the roster table, and by S theset of shifts, omposed of a number of work shifts plus the rest shift. We assoiate with the sevendays of the week the integers 1; 2; : : : ; 7, where 1 represents Monday, 2 represents Tuesday, et.,and D = f1; 2; : : : ; 7g the set of days in the week. The set C is used as a irular set indexedby the integers 0; : : : ; jCj � 1, so a sum of indies belonging to C must always be onsideredmod jCj (in the seond week the sta� member assoiated with the last row progresses to the�rst one and so on for the following weeks). To simplify the notation we de�ne C(d) as the setof ells orresponding to day d, and d() as the day of the week assoiated with ell  of theroster table.The main integer variables onsidered in SRP are binary assignment variables: for eah ell 2 C and for eah shift s 2 Sxs = � 1 if ell  is assigned shift s;0 otherwise.We subdivide the onstraints of the problem in three lasses: Strutural Constraints, WorkAgreement Constraints, and Objetive Funtion Related Constraints.Strutural ConstraintsStrutural onstraints are of two types: assignment onstraints and work shifts overing on-straints.Assignment onstraints impose that, for eah sta� member and for eah day, exatly one shifthas to be assigned. These onstraints are formulated in terms of the ells of the roster table asfollows: Xs2S xs = 1; for all  2 C: (1)Work shifts overing onstraints simply state that the number of sta� members assigned toa given shift must be greater than or equal to the given demand for that shift on that day. Toexpress these onstraints, we de�ne bsd as the demand of shift s on day d, denote with r 2 Sthe rest shift, and write:



6. X2C(d) xs � bsd; for all d 2 D; s 2 S n frg: (2)Work Agreement ConstraintsWork agreement onstraints are of two types: forbidden sequenes onstraints and rest shiftonstraints.Forbidden sequenes onstraints are used to represent agreement restritions on onseutiveshifts. For example, two onseutive \night" shifts or two onseutive shifts that do not allowfor a suÆiently long break may be forbidden.To express forbidden sequenes onstraints, we onsider the set of forbidden pairs F � S�S,suh that (s; t) 2 F if shift t annot follow shift s. Thus we have:xs + x+1;t � 1; for all (s; t) 2 F;  2 C: (3)The rest shift onstraints onsidered in this paper are based on the following strit rules:1. weekly rest shifts: there must be exatly two rest shifts in eah week;2. Sunday rest shift: there must be at least one rest shift on Sunday every month (four weeks).3. rest shifts interval: there may be at most �ve onseutive days without a rest shift;To express these onstraints, we make use of ertain subsets of the indies in C that identifythe needed ells. Let W (p) be the set of ell indies orresponding to row p of the roster table.The weekly rest shift onstraints are then expressed by:X2W (p)xr = 2; for all p 2 P: (4)In order to express Sunday rest shift onstraints, we de�ne S(p) as the set of ells assoiatedwith the four Sundays in rows p, p+ 1, p+ 2, p+ 3. Then we have S(p) = f7p� 1; 7p+ 6; 7p+13; 7p + 20g), and write X2S(p)xr � 1; for all p 2 P: (5)Rest shift interval onstraints are expressed by:5Xi=0 x+i;r � 1; for all  2 C: (6)In setions 4 and 5 we will see that many lasses of valid inequalities an be found on the restshift onstraints to strengthen the formulation.



7.Objetive Funtion and Related ConstraintsThe objetive funtion of SRP takes into aount sta� satisfation, that is measured by theproximity of ertain shifts. Its main omponent is the sequening of rest shifts: rosters wherethe two weekly rest shifts are assigned to onseutive days are typially to be preferred. Thesame applies to other work shifts. Sta� satisfation is thus expressed in the x variables by thefollowing quadrati objetive funtionmax X2CXs2SXt2S wstxsx+1;tthat is linearized to apply integer linear programming methods. A straightforward tehniqueis to introdue additional integer variables assoiated with the produt of pairs of x variables:yst = 1 if xs = x+1;t = 1, and yst = 0 otherwise. The objetive funtion an then beexpressed as a linear funtion on the y variables, that are related to the x variables by thefollowing objetive funtion related onstraints:yst � xs (7a)yst � x+1;t for all  2 C; s; t 2 S (7b)yst � xs + x+1;t � 1 (7)The Complete IP Formulation of SRPThe omplete integer programming formulation of the SRP is summarized below:max X2CXs2SXt2S wstystXs2S xs = 1  2 C (1)X2C(d) xs � bsd d 2 D; s 2 S n frg (2)xs + x+1;t � 1 (s; t) 2 F;  2 C (3)X2W (p)xr = 2 p 2 P (4)X2S(p)xr � 1 p 2 P (5)5Xi=0 x+i;r � 1  2 C (6)yst � xs  2 C; s; t 2 S (7a)yst � x+1;t  2 C; s; t 2 S (7b)xs + x+1;t � 1 � yst  2 C; s; t 2 S (7)xs 2 f0; 1g  2 C; s 2 Syst 2 f0; 1g  2 C; s; t 2 S



8.The introdution of y variables makes it possible to reformulate ertain onstraints of themodel, already expressed using only the x variables, in a more eÆient fashion. In fat, om-bining the de�nition of the y variables with the assignment onstraints (1), we an formulatethe objetive funtion related onstraints (7) and the forbidden sequenes onstraints (3) in analternative way.Proposition 3.1. Let �Fs be the set of shifts that an be sheduled after shift s, and ~Ft be theset of shifts that an be sheduled before shift t, i.e., �Fs = ft : (s; t) 62 Fg, ~Ft = fs : (s; t) 62 Fg.The following equalities are valid for SRP:Xt2 �Fs yst = xs; for all  2 C; s 2 S (8)Xs2 ~Ft y�1;st = xt; for all  2 C; t 2 S (9)Proof: Consider equality (8):i) if xs = 0, then, as yst � xs for onstraints (7a), yst = 0 for all t 2 S;ii) if xs = 1, a shift t 2 �Fs has to be sheduled in ell +1, then, as yst � xs+x+1;t�1 = 1for onstraints (7), Pt2 �Fs yst = 1.The same argument applies to equality (9). 2Constraints (8) and (9) learly dominate the objetive funtion related onstraints (7). More-over, onstraints (8), (9) and (1) dominate forbidden sequenes onstraints (3) as, for (s; t) 2 F ,xs + x+1;t = xs + Xs02 ~Ft ys0t � xs + Xs02 ~Ft xs0 � Xs02S xs0 = 1;where the �rst equality is derived by onstraints (9), the �rst inequality is derived by (7a),and the seond inequality is valid as s 62 ~Ft; then, the last equality is given by the assignmentonstraints (1).4. The Relaxed Rest Shift SubproblemIn this setion we present a partiular subproblem of SRP, alled Relaxed Rest Shift Subproblem(RRSS), and derive three lasses of faet induing inequalities of its assoiated polytope P.These inequalities are valid for SRP as well, and an be applied to strengthen the formulationgiven in Setion 3.The Relaxed Rest Shift Subproblem is de�ned by the rest shift onstraints (4), (5), (6), andthe onstraints (7) relating the y variables and the x variables only for the rest shift:



9.X2W (p)xr = 2 p 2 P (4)X2S(p)xr � 1 p 2 P (5)5Xi=0 x+i;r � 1  2 C (6)yrr � xr  2 C (70a)yrr � x+1;r  2 C (70b)xr + x+1;r � 1 � yrr  2 C (70)xr 2 f0; 1g  2 Cyrr 2 f0; 1g  2 C:It is lear from the above de�nition that RRSS is a relaxation of SRP. As a �rst result on thepolytope P, we �nd its dimension.In the proofs of this setion we frequently make use of solutions with speial struture. An adho notation is introdued to represent solutions in a ompat and immediate way. As we oftenneed to express if a day is assigned a work or a rest shift, we adopt the following symbols:� an overlined number in D indiates a rest shift assigned on the orresponding day;� an underlined number in D indiates a work shift assigned on the orresponding day.For example, a week with rests only on Monday and Wednesday will be 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.Proposition 4.1. The dimension of the polytope P is equal to 2jCj � jP j.Proof: As the number of variables is 2jCj and there are jP j linearly independent equations givenby onstraints (4), the maximum dimension is 2jCj � jP j.Below we show that any equation �y + �x = �0 satis�ed by all points in P is a linear ombi-nation of onstraints (4). We onsider two ases, where pairs of solutions (y1; x1); (y2; x2) 2 Pwith y1 = y2 = 0 are used to �nd relations on the oeÆients in � by exploiting the equation�x1 = �x2 = �0.First ase: Given �p 2 P , let (y1; x1); (y2; x2) 2 P suh that:� x1 has, starting from row �p, the pattern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : : : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7;� x2 has, starting from row �p, the pattern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : : : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.We denote with  the ell assoiated with Monday (d() = 1) in row �p. The above two solu-tions di�er only in row �p, where x1r = 1, x1+1;r = 0, while x2r = 0, x2+1;r = 1. Thus � = �+1.The same argument applies when d() 2 f2; 3; 4g; therefore, for eah �xed row �p, the oeÆients� have the same value for  2W (�p) and d() 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g.



10.Seond ase: Here we onlude that the oeÆients � are equal one another for all indies belonging to a �xed row �p, onsidering the ells with d() = 6 or d() = 7. The two ases arevery similar, and we omit for brevity the ase d() = 7. For d() = 6, let (y1; x1); (y2; x2) 2 Psuh that:� x1 has, starting from row �p, the pattern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : : : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7;� x2 has, starting from row �p, the pattern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : : : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.Note that the ommon rest shift on row �p has been �xed on Tuesday, so the two solutions onlydi�er on Friday (� 1) and Saturday (), thus ��1 = �.As all oeÆients � are equal one another in a given row, they an be obtained as linearombinations of the left hand sides of equations (4). Then, if we subtrat that ombination to�y + �x = �0, we obtain an equivalent equation �0y + �0x = �00 with �0 = � and �0 = 0.If we onsider one of the four solutions used above, whih have y1 = 0 or y2 = 0, we obtainthat �00 = �0y = 0. Moreover, for eah pair of onseutive ells it is easy to de�ne a solutionin P with a unique sequene of two onseutive rest shifts. For instane, hoose �p 2 P ,  2W (�p)suh that d() = 2, and de�ne a solution (y; x) with the following pattern (starting from row �p):1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : : : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7;As a onsequene we derive that �0 = �0y = �00 = 0 for all  2 C. This ompletes the proof and,as any equation �y+�x = �0 satis�ed by all points in P is a linear ombination of equations (4),then dim(P) = 2jCj � jP j. 2We now desribe three lasses of valid inequalities and prove that they indue faets for P,thus giving an insight of their theoretial e�etiveness in strengthening the formulation of SRP.The proofs are based on the indiret method (see [13℄, Setion 9.2.3), and di�er only on fewtehnial details.Forbidding three onseutive rest shiftsDue to weekly rest shift onstraints (4), it is not possible to assign three onseutive rest shiftsin a week. We use this ondition to strengthen the formulation with the following inequalities:yrr + y+1;rr � x+1;r for all  2 C suh that d() 62 f6; 7g: (10)Proposition 4.2. The inequalities (10) are valid for the Relaxed Rest Shift Subproblem.Proof: The left hand side (hereafter, lhs) of (10) may be equal to 0, 1, or 2. If it is 0, then (10) istrivially satis�ed. If it is 1, then either yrr = 1 or y+1;rr = 1. In both ases we have x+1;r = 1for onstraints (7), so (10) is valid. If the lhs is 2, then there are three onseutive rest shiftsand this is only possible starting from day 6 or day 7 (i.e., onsidering rest shifts of two distintweeks). 2Theorem 4.3. The inequalities (10) indue faets of P.Proof: Assume �y+�x � �0 to be an inequality induing a faet of P that ontains all the tightsolutions for an inequality yrr + y+1;rr � x+1;r of type (10). We now prove the equivalene



11.between �y + �x � �0 and yrr + y+1;rr � x+1;r �nding the values of the oeÆients �, �,and �0 of the �rst inequality using tight solutions for inequality (10).First, note that weekly rest shift onstraints (4) are equations for RRSS de�ned on disjointsubsets of the x variables. As all inequalities obtained adding a multiple of an equation areequivalent, we an suppose, without loss of generality, that the oeÆients ��(p) = 0, where �(p)is a ell in W (p) di�erent from + 1, for eah p 2 P .Seond, let 1, 2 6= + 1 be two ells; one an �nd two feasible solutions (y1; x1), (y2; x2) forRRSS suh that the following onditions hold:� x11r = 1, x12r = 0, and x21r = 0, x22r = 1;� yirr = yi+1;rr = xi+1;r = 0 for i 2 f1; 2g and (y1; x1), (y2; x2) are equal for other indies.As they are both tight for (10), then �y1 + �x1 = �y2 + �x2 = �0, and therefore �1 = �2 .Sine 1 or 2 an be hosen equal to one of the indies �(p), then �1 = �2 = 0 for all 1,2 6=  + 1. The solutions (y1; x1) and (y2; x2) an be hosen without sequenes of onseutiverest shifts, that is, with all y variables equal to zero. So we have �x1 = �0, and, as the oeÆientsin vetor � are equal to zero for all ells di�erent from + 1 and x+1;r = 0, we have �0 = 0.Third, let 0 6= ;  + 1, then there exists a tight feasible solution (�y; �x) suh that �x+1;r = 0and �y0rr = 1 is the unique y variable with value 1. Then ��y + ��x = �0 = �0 = 0.Finally, suppose that ell 0 = , i.e., �yrr = 1 and �xr = �x+1;r = 1. Then ��y + ��x =� + �+1 = �0 = 0, that is � = ��+1 = �. Similarly, onsidering 0 =  + 1, we get�+1 = ��+1 = �. We have thus shown that the faet induing inequality �y + �x � �0 isequivalent to �yrr + �y+1;rr � �x+1;r � 0, i.e., to an inequality of type (10). 2Strengthening weekly rest shift onstraintsHere we desribe a lass of inequalities that onsiders the 7 ells of the roster table assoiatedwith a week and it is derived again using the weekly rest shift onstraints (4).Proposition 4.4. For all  2 C suh that d() = 1 the inequalitiesxr + x+1;r + y+2;rr + y+3;rr + y+4;rr + y+5;rr � 1 + yrr (11)are valid for the Relaxed Rest Shift Subproblem.Proof: To show validity of (11), we note that it is obtained as a reinforement of the followinginequality: y+2;rr + y+3;rr + y+4;rr + y+5;rr � 1: (12)Constraints (4) state that there are exatly two rest shifts in the same week. This triviallyimplies (12), as a value greater than 1 in its lhs would require at least 3 rest shifts in the sameweek.Then we prove the proposition onsidering the following three ases that over all the possiblesolutions:i) xr + x+1;r = 0, that implies yrr = 0. In this ase, (11) redues to (12);ii) xr+x+1;r = 1; in this ase the y variables in the lhs of (12) must have all value 0 beauseof (4), and thus (11) is satis�ed;



12.iii) xr + x+1;r = 2. Also in this ase the y variables in the lhs of (12) must have all value 0beause of (4); moreover, we have that yrr = 1. Then the rhs of (11) takes value 2. 2Theorem 4.5. The inequalities (11) are faet induing for the Relaxed Rest Shift Subproblem.Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 4.3 we onsider an inequality � y + � x � �0 induing afaet of P that ontains all tight solutions of inequality (11); moreover, we hoose indies �(p)di�erent from  and  + 1, so the oeÆients ��(p) an again be assumed to be zero. Now we�nd the oeÆients in all the other ases.First, let 1; 2 62 f;  + 1g and onsider two solutions for RRSS suh that� x11r = 1, x12r = 0, and x21r = 0, x22r = 1;� xir = 1, xi+1;r = 0 for i 2 f1; 2g, and (y1; x1), (y2; x2) are equal for all other indies.As they are both tight for (11), then �y1 + �x1 = �y2 + �x2 = �0, and therefore �1 = �2 . Asin Theorem 4.3, 1 or 2 may be hosen equal to one of the indies �(p), so �1 = �2 = 0.Moreover, the solutions (y1; x1) and (y2; x2) an be hosen with y1 = y2 = 0, so that �x1 = �0.As all the oeÆients in vetor � are equal to zero for the ells di�erent from  and +1, xr = 1,and x+1;r = 0, we also have � = �0 = �. The same applies if (y1; x1) is hosen suh that xr = 0and x+1;r = 1, deriving that �+1 = �0 = �.Seond, let 0 62 f; + 1; : : : ;  + 5g; we an hoose a tight solution with y0rr = 1, xr = 1,and x+1;r = 0, and all other y variables equal to zero; thus �0 + � = �0, i.e., �0 = 0.Third, let 0 = + 1; we an hoose a tight solution with y+1;rr = 1 and all other y variablesequal to zero. Then x+1;r = x+2;r = 1, and thus �+1 + �+1 = �0, i.e., �+1 = 0 sine�+1 = �0 = �.Fourth, let 0 2 f+2; : : : ; +5g; we an hoose a tight solution with y0rr = 1, and thus, asthe other variables in the onsidered inequality must be equal to zero and we have determinedthat the other oeÆients are equal to zero, we obtain �0 = �0 = �.Finally, onsider a tight solution with yrr = 1 and xr = x+1;r = 1, then �y + �x =�+�+�+1 = �0. As we have seen that � = �+1 = �0 = �, then �+2� = �, i.e. � = ��,and therefore we have shown that the faet induing inequality �y+ �x � �0 is proportional toxr + x+1;rr + y+2;rr + y+3;r + x+4;r + y+5;rr � 1 + yrr. 2This lass of inequalities an be easily generalized shifting the pair of x variables in (11) todays of the week di�erent from Monday and Tuesday. We an summarize this lass of validinequalities in the following list:xr +x+1;r + y+2;rr+ y+3;rr+ y+4;rr+ y+5;rr � 1 + yrrx+1;r + x+2;r + y+3;rr+ y+4;rr+ y+5;rr � 1 + y+1;rryrr + x+2;r + x+3;r + y+4;rr+ y+5;rr � 1 + y+2;rryrr+y+1;rr + x+3;r + x+4;r + y+5;rr � 1 + y+3;rryrr+y+1;rr+ y+2;rr + x+4;r + x+5;r � 1 + y+4;rryrr+y+1;rr+ y+2;rr+ y+3;rr + x+5;rr+ x+6;rr� 1 + y+5;rr. (13)



13.Moreover this lass an be ompleted with other two inequalities for eah week regarding thebeginning and the end of the week:xr +y+1;rr+ y+2;rr+ y+3;rr+ y+4;rr+ y+5;rr � 1yrr+y+1;rr+ y+2;rr+ y+3;rr+ y+4;rr + x+6;r � 1 (14)The proof of Proposition 4.4 and of Theorem 4.5 for the other inequalities in this lass isvery similar. In partiular, in the proof of Theorem 4.5, one only has to pay attention to theoeÆient of the y variable preeding the pair of x variables, applying the third step also in abakward sense. After the third step of the proof, it is easy to selet a tight solution showingthat this oeÆient is equal to �0 minus the oeÆient of the �rst of the two x variables, whihare equal.Inequalities on the sequene Sunday-MondayThe sequene of two onseutive rest shifts on Sunday and Monday ( 7 1) takes into aount restshifts of two weeks and an be used to strengthen other inequalities.If a sequene 6 7 is hosen in a week, then a 7 must be hosen in the previous week, beause:i) two rest shifts have been hosen in that week, so from Monday to Friday �ve work shiftsmust be assigned;ii) for onstraints (6), at most �ve onseutive work shifts an be set.Therefore the following inequalities are validyrr � x�6;r for all  2 C suh that d() = 6:Considering two onseutive weeks, the sequenes 7 1 at their join and 6 7 on the seond weekare inompatible, beause there would be three rest shifts in the seond week. Both sequenesrequire a rest shift on Sunday in the �rst week, then the following inequalities are valid andstrengthen the previous onesy�6;rr + yrr � x�6;r for all  2 C suh that d() = 6: (15)A similar argument an be applied if one hooses a sequene 1 2: in the following week theremust be a rest shift on Monday, so the following inequalities are validyrr � x+7;r for all  2 C suh that d() = 1:These relations an be strengthened using the sequene 7 1 at the join of the two weeks:yrr + y+6;rr � x+7;r for all  2 C suh that d() = 1: (16)Theorem 4.6. The inequalities (15) and (16) are faet induing for RRSS.Proof: We prove the theorem for an inequality of type (15)y�6;rr + yrr � x�6;r:We reall that  orresponds to a Saturday and �6 to the previous Sunday. We again onsidera faet induing inequality �y + �x � �0 ontaining all tight solutions for (15), hoose for eahweek p a ell �(p) di�erent from � 6, and �x the oeÆients ��(p) = 0.First, let 1; 2 6= � 6 be two ells and (y1; x1), (y2; x2) two tight solutions for (15) suh that



14. � x11r = 1, x12r = 0, and x21r = 0, x22r = 1;� yi�6;rr = yirr = xi�6;r = 0 for i 2 f1; 2g, and (y1; x1), (y2; x2) are equal for other indies.Then �y1 + �x1 = �y2 + �x2 = �0, so �1 = �2 and, as 1 and 2 an be hosen equal to �(p)for a p 2 P , it follows �1 = �2 = 0. Moreover, in the previous solutions it is possible thaty1 = y2 = 0, and therefore �0 = �x1 = 0.Seond, let 0 6= ;  � 6; we an selet a tight solution with y0rr = 1, x�6;r = 0, and allother y variables equal to zero, and then have �0 = �0 = 0.Finally, onsider a solution with y�6;rr = x�6;r = 1, then ��6 + ��6 = �0 = 0, i.e.,��6 = ���6. In a similar way we obtain � = ���6 (it is suÆient to onsider a solution withyrr = x�6;r = 1). Therefore, we have shown that the faet induing inequality �y + �x � �0is equivalent to inequality (15). The proof for inequalities of type (16) is similar. 25. Other lasses of valid inequalitiesOther lasses of inequalities are derived onsidering di�erent aspets of the problem suh as:� work shifts overing onstraints;� work shifts sequenes;� strong relations between rest shifts hosen in onseutive weeks.While the following desription is very general, in Setion 8, disussing experimental results,we will make some onsiderations on the e�etiveness of eah lass of inequalities.Some sequenes of rest shifts �xed for a week imply a partiular rest shift for the next or theprevious week. Beause of Sunday rest shift onstraints (5), we an dedue valid inequalitiesbounding the number of suh sequenes of rest shifts.The number of rest shifts on eah day is limited by work shifts overing onstraints (2): theminimum number of sta� members needed to over the work shifts on day d isPs2Snfrg bsd. Wede�ne the maximum number of rest shifts that an be assigned on day d as:MR(d) = jP j � Xs2Snfrg bsd:Saturday-Sunday sequenesIf a sequene of rest shifts on Saturday and Sunday ( 6 7) is hosen for a week, then in theprevious week one must hoose a rest shift on Sunday, otherwise a sta� member would workmore than �ve onseutive days (onstraints (6)). Obviously, hoosing too many sequenes 6 7would exhaust the rest shifts on Sundays, and then Sunday rest shift onstraints (5) ould notbe satis�ed for all sta� members. The following inequality expresses the maximum number ofsequenes 6 7 that an be assigned:Xd()=6 yrr � �4MR(7)� jP j3 � : (17)Proposition 5.1. The inequality (17) is valid for SRP.



15.Proof: As already mentioned, if we hoose a sequene 6 7 in a week, we have to hoose also a 7in the previous week. Therefore we have satis�ed onstraints (5) for �ve rows of the roster table:two rows have a rest shift on Sunday and the previous three have a rest shift on Sunday in oneof the following three weeks; for instane see the rows from 2 to 6 in Figure 1.In general, if we have a sequene omposed of 6 7 in i onseutive weeks, we use i + 1 restshifts on Sunday and satisfy onstraints (5) for i + 4 rows. Let ki be the number of sequenesomposed of 6 7 in i onseutive weeks, then� MR(7)�Pi�1(i+ 1)ki is the residual number of rest shifts on Sundays;� jP j�Pi�1(i+4)ki is the number of sta� members for whih onstraints (5) are not satis�edby the sequenes 6 7.The number of 7 still to be assigned is at least (jP j � Pi � 1 (i+ 4) ki)=4, as onstraints (5)require at least one 7 every four weeks, and thusMR(7)�Xi�1(i+ 1)ki � jP j �Pi�1(i+ 4)ki4 :With simple omputations we derive that3Xi�1 i ki � 4MR(7)� jP j:The total number of sequenes 6 7 hosen is given by Pd()=6 yrr =Pi�1 i ki, therefore3 Xd()=6 yrr � 4MR(7)� jP j:Now dividing by 3 and rounding the rhs, we obtain inequality (17). 2Monday-Tuesday sequenesWhen a sequene 1 2 is �xed for a week, then in the next week a 1 must be hosen due to on-straints (4) and (6). In addition we have to satisfy onstraints (5) on Sundays. Next inequalityexpresses the maximum number of sequenes 1 2 that an be hosen.Proposition 5.2. The following inequality is valid for SRP:Xd()=1 yrr � �3MR(1)4 � : (18)Proof: Due to Sunday rest shift onstraints (5), we an hoose at most three onseutive se-quenes 1 2: the fourth week must be 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 beause of onstraints (6). Thus, every threesequenes 1 2 we have four rest shifts on Monday and the proposition follows. 2



16.Global bounds on Sunday-Monday sequenesThe sequene of rest shifts on Sunday-Monday ( 7 1) is very ritial, as it onsiders rest shiftsof two weeks and makes it possible to have sequenes of more than two days of onseutive restshifts.If we onsider three onseutive days inside a week, for instane Tuesday, Wednesday, andThursday, it is obvious that the number of sequenes 2 3 plus the number of sequenes 3 4 islimited by the maximum number of rest shifts that an be assigned on Wednesday (i.e., MR(3)),as a rest shift on Wednesday annot be used in both sequenes, beause that means assigningthree rest shifts in a week.So the inequality Xd()=2 yrr + Xd()=3 yrr �MR(3);is valid; note that the above inequality is dominated by the inequalities (10) forbidding threeonseutive rest shifts.The same argument annot be applied to the sequenes 6 7 1 or 7 1 2, as they onsider restshifts belonging to two di�erent weeks. Nevertheless we will show that we an derive validityfor inequalities of the same type of the one disussed above for the ase of Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday.Theorem 5.3. The following inequalities are valid for SRP:Xd()=7 yrr + Xd()=1 yrr �MR(1) (19)Xd()=6 yrr + Xd()=7 yrr �MR(7) (20).Proof: We prove validity of inequality (19). Validity of inequality (20) an be proved in thesame way.Let ki be the number of sequenes 1 2 repeated for i � 1 onseutive weeks. Note that for anyof suh sequenes the number of 1 to be set is at least i+ 1, as after a sequene 1 2 there mustbe again 1.A sequene 7 1 an be of two types: 7 1 2 or 7 1 2. The number of sequenes 7 1 2 is less than orequal to the number of groups of sequenes 1 2 in onseutive weeks Pi�1 ki, while the numberof sequenes 7 1 2 is less than or equal to the number of rest shifts on Monday still available,i.e., MR(1)�Pi�1(i+ 1)ki. So we have thatXd()=7 yrr � (Xi�1 ki) + (MR(1)�Xi�1(i+ 1)ki) =MR(1)�Xi�1 iki:From the de�nition of ki is easy to see that the number of sequenes of 1 2 is exatly Pi�1 iki,so we derive the inequality (19):Xd()=7 yrr �MR(1)� Xd()=1 yrr: 2



17.Weekly relations on Sunday-Monday sequenesThe inequalities stated in the following proposition derive straightforwardly from weekly restshift onstraints (4), whih limit the number of rest shifts to exatly two for eah week.Proposition 5.4. The following inequalities are valid for SRP:4Xh=0 y+h;rr + y+6;rr � 1 for all  2 C suh that d() = 1; (21)yrr + 6Xh=2 y+h;rr � 1 for all  2 C suh that d() = 7: (22)Proof: It is easy to see that if one the above inequalities is violated by an integer solution, thenthere are at least three rest shifts in a week. 2Minimum requirement on rest shiftsLet mr(d) be the minimum number of rest shifts required on day d; this value depends bothon overing onstraints for work shifts and on the onstraints for rest shifts. For instanemr(7) � djP j=4e.Another lower bound on mr(d) valid for all days of the week an be omputed as follows.Note that the total number of shifts to assign is 7jP j, the minimum number of work shifts toassign is Ps2SnfrgPd2D bsd, the total number of rest shifts to assign is 2jP j. ThenFW = 7jP j � Xs2SnfrgXd2D bsd � 2jP jis the number of work shifts that an be assigned freely. So the number of rest shifts that hasto be assigned on a given day d0 is at least MR(d0)� FW . Indeed,MR(d0)� FW = 2jP j �0�6jP j � Xs2Snfrg Xd2Dnfd0g bsd1A ;where 2jP j is the total number of rest shifts to be assigned, and the term in parentheses is themaximum number of rest shifts that an be assigned on days di�erent from d0.Therefore we onsider mr(d) = maxfMR(d) � FW; 0g for eah day d 6= 7 and mr(7) =maxfMR(7)� FW; djP j=4eg.If the mr(d) rest shifts are not overed by onseutive rest shifts inluding day d, then anotherday of the week must be oupled with d to satisfy weekly rest shift onstraints (4), thus limitingthe number of onseutive rest shifts inluding the other days of the week.We present two di�erent ases and derive the orresponding inequalities. To simplify theexposition, we de�ne new variables equal to the sum of sets of y variables: let zd =P2C(d) yrrbe the sum of the sequene variables assoiated with the pair of days d and d+ 1.



18.Case 1: SundayThe following inequality is learly valid:(MR(1)� z1) + (MR(2)� z1 � z2) + (MR(3)� z2 � z3)++(MR(4)� z3 � z4) + (MR(5)� z4 � z5) � mr(7)� z6:Eah term in parenthesis in the lhs is the maximum number of rest shifts that are notassigned to onseutive days and an be oupled with the rest shifts on Sunday not oupledwith Saturday in the rhs. Now dividing the inequality by 2 and rounding we get,z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 � �P1�d�5MR(d)�mr(7)2 �+ z6:Case 2: Sunday and Saturday togetherSimilarly the following inequality is valid:(MR(1)� z1) + (MR(2)� z1 � z2) + (MR(3)� z2 � z3)++(MR(4)� z3 � z4) + (MR(5)� z4 � z5) � mr(7) +mr(6)� z6 � z5:And again dividing by 2 and rounding we get,z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 � �P1�d�5MR(d)�mr(7)�mr(6)2 �+ z6: (23)Finally, substituting zd =P2C(d) yrr we derive inequalities with the original variables.Forbidding six onseutive work shiftsWe present a lass of inequalities based on work shifts that is very similar to the inequalities (10)forbidding three onseutive rest shifts.While inequalities (10) are based on onstraints (4) (two rest shifts every week) and variableson rest shifts, this new lass onsiders onstraints (6) (at most �ve onseutive working days)and variables on work shifts.Proposition 5.5. Given any initial ell  and six work shifts s0, s1, s2, s3, s4, and s5 (notneessarily di�erent), the following inequality is valid for SRP:4Xh=0 y+h;shsh+1 � 4Xh=1x+h;sh (24)Proof: The lhs of inequality (24) an be a value from 0 to 4. Atually, if all the y variables inthe lhs have value 1 then we have six onseutive working days violating onstraints (6). If thelhs is 0 the inequality is trivially satis�ed. In the other ases, due to onstraints (7) one aneasily verify that the number of x variables equal to 1 in the rhs must be at least equal to thenumber of y variables equal to 1 in the lhs. 2



19.6. Inequalities Based on SRP SubproblemsWe identify some subsets of the SRP variables with a relevant role in the objetive funtion andin the struture of the polyhedron (e.g., y variables assoiated with sequenes of rest shifts). Itis possible to de�ne ertain subproblems of SRP on a subset of shifts T and on a subset of shiftsequenes L � T � T , whose optimal solution provide the right hand side of a rank inequalityfor the related variables. These inequalities turn to be very e�etive in the solution algorithmfor the omplete problem.In real instanes of SRP, rest shift sequenes are assigned a weight wrr that is signi�antlylarger than weights assoiated with other shifts sequenes; this fat derives from the translationof typial sta� preferenes into weights for the objetive funtion. Thus we an solve SRP intwo steps:i) �rst solve the subproblem obtained onsidering only rest shifts and using all the relateduts;ii) then solve the omplete problem using the rank inequality oming from the above sub-problem and all the other uts.We all the subproblem of point (i) the Rest Shift Subproblem. We de�ne it adding new on-straints to the Relaxed Rest Shift Subproblem (desribed in Setion 4) that for eah day of theweek leave a number of sta� members suÆient to over the work shifts of that day. Thus,realling from Setion 5 that MR(d) = jP j �Ps2Snfrg bsd, we write the following onstraints:X2C(d) xr �MR(d) for all d 2 D:In the objetive funtion, we now maximize the sequenes of rest shifts:max X2C yrr;where all weights wrr are replaed by 1.Therefore, the omplete formulation of the Rest Shift Subproblem is the following:� = max X2C yrrX2C(d) xr � MR(d) d 2 DX2W (p)xr = 2 p 2 PX2S(p)xr � 1 p 2 P5Xi=0 x+i;r � 1  2 Cyrr � xr  2 Cyrr � x+1;r  2 Cxr + x+1;r � 1 � yrr  2 Cxr 2 f0; 1g  2 Cyrr 2 f0; 1g  2 C:



20.Proposition 6.1. The following inequality is valid for SRP:X2C yrr � �: (25)Proof: It is easy to verify that the projetion of any feasible solution of SRP on the spae of theRest Shift Subproblem is feasible for the latter problem as well. Thus, inequality (25) is validfor SRP. 2Although the Rest Shift Subproblem is diÆult in general, its size is signi�antly smaller thanthe omplete SRP. Moreover, many of the inequalities disussed in setions 4 and 5 are still validfor the Rest Shift Subproblem and ontribute very e�etively to determine its optimal solutionin a Branh & Bound algorithm.7. Branhing rulesThe SRP feasible solutions have a high degree of symmetry that on the one hand makes theproblem diÆult, as there are several di�erent optimal solutions that must be visited by amyopi Branh & Bound algorithm to prove optimality, and on the other hand may be exploitedto design a lever branhing strategy. Breaking these symmetries is ruial for solving SRP tooptimality.We identify two types of symmetry,� the yli symmetry: for eah roster table there are jP j � 1 roster tables with the sameobjetive funtion value whih an be obtained by rotation of the table on the rows;� the Sunday symmetry: in a roster table representing a feasible solution of SRP, onsiderthe sequenes of rows with the following struture: the �rst row follows a week with a reston Sunday, and the last row ends with a rest on Sunday (a sequene an be omposed ofa single row). Any pair of suh sequenes an be swapped in the table without a�etingthe value of the objetive funtion and the feasibility of the solution.For an example of Sunday symmetry, onsider the roster table in Figure 1. The sequeneomposed of rows 2, 3, 4, 5, and the one omposed of rows 13 and 1 have the above desribedstruture, and an thus be swapped resulting in another solution with the same number of restsequenes.Another important point is related to the number of sequenes 6 7 that an be assigned. Wehave seen that this number is limited by inequality (17) and in some ases reduing the rhs ofthe mentioned inequality may result in a strong redution of the objetive funtion allowing usto establish that inequality (17) is tight in the optimal integer solution.We thus design two main branhing strategies:� the Saturday-Sunday rule;� the hole rule.Let r = b(4MR(7)� jP j)=3; the Saturday-Sunday rule, applied as the �rst branhing rule,produes two branhes: in the �rst branh we modify inequality (17) as equalityXd()=6 yrr = r;



21.and in the seond branh we redue by one unit the rhsXd()=6 yrr � r � 1:The hole rule tries to overome the yli and the Sunday symmetries by onsidering possiblyonly one representative solution in eah equivalene lass. To desribe the struture of therepresentative solutions we use sequenes of rows where only the �rst row and the last rowhave Sunday rest. We then identify with hi the number of suh sequenes with i rows withoutSunday rest. Thus, h0 is the number of onseutive weeks with Sunday rest, h1 is the numberof sequenes of three rows where only the �rst and the last have Sunday rest, and so on. Fromonstraint (5) it is easy to dedue that hi = 0 when i � 4.From the Sunday symmetry desribed above, it is lear that any swapping of the sequenesabove desribed results in a solution with the same objetive value. Thus eah on�gurationwith the same values of h0, h1, h2, h3 belongs to the same equivalene lass and it is suÆientto visit only one representative of eah lass in the branhing tree.To implement the hole rule, we �x the �rst Sunday of the roster table to be a Sunday rest(use of the yli symmetry); then we enumerate all the feasible on�gurations of h0, h1, h2,h3, de�ne a subtree assoiated with eah on�guration by �xing Sunday rest variables in theproblem, and solve the subtrees.Using the uts desribed in setions 4, 5, and the branhing rules just exposed we have designeda Branh & Bound algorithm to solve both the Rest Shift Subproblem and the omplete SRP.8. Computational ResultsThe following tables report a synthesis of the results obtained on eight di�erent SRP instaneswith dimensions ranging from 30 to 100 sta� members. The data has been provided by theAlitalia ground sta� management department.The presented test problems are divided into two sets (set A and set B) di�ering only on theweight wst of the objetive funtion for (s; t) 6= (r; r). In partiular, the problems in set B haveweights wst di�erent from zero only on pairs (s; t) with s = t, while the problems in set A havea more omplex objetive funtion with weights di�erent from zero also on other pairs of shifts.Obviously, the dimensions of the two instanes with the same number of sta� members are thesame and the same are the results on the Rest Shift Subproblems, where the weight oeÆientsfor (s; t) 6= (r; r) are not taken into aount. These �gures are then reported only one in thetables below.Table 1 shows the number of integer variables on the eight problems and the optimal solutionsfor the LP relaxation of original formulation and of the formulation where the uts have beenadded. All lasses of inequalities desribed in the previous setions have polynomial ardinality,and are thus added straightforwardly to the initial formulation. The total number of rows forthe two linear programs is also reported. We an see from the table that, for all onsideredproblems, the value of the LP solution is redued to more than one half if the proposed uts areadded.Table 2 reports the ontributions of eah of the ten lasses of valid inequalities proposed in thispaper onsidering the problems in set A. For eah lass the number of uts that are added to theformulation is also reported. We note that the ontributions of the lasses di�er signi�antly,being muh more e�etive for those lasses that have been proven to be faet induing for ertainsubproblems of the SRP. It is worth mentioning that the last lass of the table, the Rest Shift



22. Sta� Initial Formulation Formulation with CutsMembers ols rows LP sol. rows LP sol.30A 27720 5380 54270 7786 2617630B 54320 2615060A 55440 10690 113730 15496 5143260B 113830 5129075B 69300 13345 153610 19351 7718275B 153750 71940100A 92400 17770 204790 25776 97290100B 205000 96930Table 1: Redution in the LP solutionSubproblem ut (25), shows a very high ontribution beause it atually onveys most of thestrutural information determined by some of the other lasses: in fat, that ut is determinedby solving the Rest Shift Subproblem reinfored by the appliable lasses of inequalities amongthe nine other lasses.Finally, we show in Table 3 some statistis related to the integer solutions of the Rest ShiftSubproblem and of SRP. The number of nodes and CPU times in the Branh & Bound tree arealso reported. Optimal solutions are obtained with reasonable omputation times for the RestShift Subproblem and for the omplete problem. For all problems, we determine very quikly aninteger feasible solution with a negligible gap, solving the omplete problem with rest shifts �xedaording to the optimal solution of the Rest Shift Subproblem (last olumn of the Table 3), andthis solution is often proved to be optimal. We remark that the stand-alone CPLEX 6.5 has notbeen able to solve the Rest Ship Subproblem for instane 30A within an hour of omputationtime against 21 seonds of our method. STAFF MEMBERS30A 60A 75A 100AClass of n.of LP n.of LP n.of LP n.of LPInequalities uts sol. uts sol. uts sol. uts sol.(10) 150 32300 300 71770 375 108570 500 149190(13), (14) 240 36290 480 77914 600 108570 800 148710(15), (16) 60 48280 120 98710 150 132162 200 176207(17) 1 48280 1 99700 1 153181 1 204790(18) 1 52280 1 109740 1 153610 1 204790(19), (20) 2 48280 2 98710 2 145610 2 196890(21), (22) 60 37290 120 77760 150 108580 200 148730(23) 1 45290 1 98700 1 144294 1 196800(24) 1890 54126 3780 113352 4725 152888 6300 203832(25) 1 26300 1 51770 1 77610 1 97830Table 2: Contributions of the lasses of inequalities for problems in set A



23.Rest Shift Subproblem Complete ProblemOptimal Solution Heuristi SolutionSta� number time in solution number time in solution relaxedMembers of nodes seonds(*) value of nodes seonds(*) value solution gap30A 71 21 25000 65 226 26160 26160 0.0%30B 51 130 26070 26130 0.2301%60A 753 129 49000 212 1513 51390 51432 0.0817%60B 431 835 51290 51290 0.0%75A 1438 1146 69000 339 2897 72110 72182 0.0998%75B 222 1164 71940 71940 0.0%100A 3942 4547 93000 313 3712 97150 97290 0.1441%100B 377 3235 96930 96930 0.0%(*) Using CPLEX 6.5 on Digital Alpha Workstation 500MhzTable 3: Optimal and Heuristi solutions for Rest Shift Subproblem and Complete ProblemAknowledgementsWe thank Beniamino Paoletti and Gianarlo Broggio (Alitalia) for their ollaboration; we alsothank Giorgio Gallo (University of Pisa), Paolo Nobili (University of Lee), and GiovanniRinaldi (IASI-CNR) for their help and support in writing this paper.
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